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MAKING SERVICES VISIBLE

OECD Secretariat

Production of services

1. It is commonplace to think of goods as being physically visible and services invisible but very
often services are statistically invisible also.  This paper is concerned with the question of
firstly making them statistically visible and then using this new visibility to explore possible
alternative treatments of some classes of services.  As in other recent papers, there is no
intention to recommend changes in the SNA; rather the goal is to exploit the possibilities of
alternative presentations and satellite accounts to give prominence to alternative perceptions
about determining factors in the economy.

2. An important type of service which may be evident in production statistics but not in final
demand concerns services supplied to business.  Our starting point to see how to identify such
services more clearly is the input-output tables and specifically the make matrix.  This shows
which products are made by which producers.  Because of the correlation between activity and
product classifications, it is dominated by the diagonal elements, using “diagonal” loosely to
cover the case where the make matrix distinguishes more products than producers.  These
diagonal terms represent principal production.  Off-diagonal terms represent secondary or
non-principal production.  If we could follow the ideal definition of an establishment that it
undertook only one type of activity (in one location), there would only be no secondary
production.  However, this is often not the case and as a result we are used to seeing off-
diagonal terms in manufacturing industries and readily accept that units of homogeneous
production are more often statistical artifices than observable units.  We may often see off-
diagonal terms relating to output of construction, transport and distribution produced by units
in quite different spheres of activity.  Seldom, though, are there off-diagonal entries for
service items even though very many, one might reasonably assert all, large units undertake
research and development, staff training, advertising etc.

3. The initial reason why these activities are not shown as output is that they are often ancillary
services, that is all or most of the activity is used by the producing unit and is not sold to
another unit.  This is not a reason why they could not be shown separately as explained in
paragraph 15.18 of the SNA.  Nor is it clear that the SNA recommendations on ancillary
services are always followed either strictly or consistently.  Much of the non-principal
transport and distribution activity presently shown in input-output tables is probably for own
use, and thus strictly ancillary in nature.
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4. What are the advantages of showing ancillary activities explicitly?  The first answer is to
promote comparability.  If one firm undertakes its own transport and another buys it in, their
patterns of intermediate consumption as shown in a use matrix will differ noticeably with the
first buying considerable quantities of fuel and the second buying transport services.  Efforts
in the past to explain movements in technological coefficients have rarely been successful.
One possible cause of seemingly erratic fluctuations could be the changing patterns of
ancillary activity versus bought in services and simply the growth in importance of ancillary
activities.

5. A second reason is to investigate more clearly the change in emphasis from goods production
to service production.  Is this over-stated because services previously produced in house are
now out-sourced?  Is it under-stated because there is a growth in ancillary services masked as
growth in output of the principal, goods producing, activity?

6. The third reason is to be able to treat the output of ancillary services differently in the context
of a satellite account.  This is the main motivation of this paper but the advantages noted
above should not be lost sight of.

Feasibility of measuring ancillary services

7. One reason for treating ancillary activity as integral to the output of a corporation1 is simply
the difficulty of obtaining the requisite information to separate it.  But this difficulty may be
more anticipated than real.  Ancillary activities are likely to be only quantitatively important
for larger corporations, in particular the 10 to 15 percent of units by number which produce
about 90 per cent of output.  These corporations are likely to have fairly sophisticated internal
accounting procedures, often by cost centre, which would identify ancillary services.  Treating
the ancillary services as separate establishments would actually aid the composition of input-
output tables as compared with the SNA recommendations of spreading these activities across
all establishments and non-ancillary activities.  In practice some information on specific
ancillary activities is already requested by statistical offices, for example on research and
development and on environmental protection expenditure.

8. Not only output but also the pattern of inputs needs to be estimated.  As indicated above, this
information may be more readily available than often supposed.  Where this is not the case,
working assumptions must be applied similar to those used in deriving symmetric input-output
tables.  That is, inputs for all activities are divided according to the proportion of the various
activities, both principal, secondary and ancillary, or the inputs for a given ancillary activity
are assumed to follow the pattern of inputs for a producer undertaking this activity as a
principal activity.  Similar problems are likely to occur as in producing symmetric tables
(occasional negative numbers, for example) but the exercise is likely to make a subsequent
reduction to a symmetric table easier because increasing homogeneity of production of
principal products will have been introduced.

                                                     
1 Within the make matrix, even an unincorporated enterprise or an establishment may have ancillary activity but we

use the term corporation since it will typically be the multi-establishment enterprises which have a significant
amount of the types of ancillary services we are considering here.  There is no reason why the analysis cannot be
applied to smaller units though.
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Which ancillary services to identify?

9. There are basically two different ways to approach the question of which ancillary services it
might be desirable to identify explicitly in the accounts.  The first is to identify activities from
ISIC.  This assumes that there are no services which are only ancillary and thus do not feature
in ISIC.  The second is to identify activities by function.  For this the obvious stating place is
COPP (classification of purchases by purpose, newly updated by the UNSD).  The risk here is
that while removing a common purpose from principal activity may make that a more
homogeneous activity, the composition of expenditure by purpose across units may not itself
be homogeneous.  For example expenditure on research and development in the aircraft
industry and in medicine will involve quite different types of expenditure.  With the objective
of treating various types of expenditure differently in the accounts, though, it seems more
likely that identification by purpose rather than pure type of activity may be a more direct
approach.

10. COPP identifies six divisions showing outlays on infrastructure, research and development,
environmental protection, marketing, human resource development and current production,
administration and management.  We will consider here alternative treatments for the second
and third of these and part of the fourth (advertising) and fifth (health and education).

What sort of supplementary presentation?

11. There are a number of cases which it is interesting to examine, each moving progressively
farther away from the conventional national accounts format.

1) The first of these is the simplest case, that of treating an activity which is part of
intermediate consumption, such as transport, consistently.

2) The second is to allow for an alternative treatment of particular expenditure by
corporations entered into voluntarily and which ultimately benefits other units, for
example advertising in the form of sponsoring sporting or cultural activities.

3) The third is to examine expenditure imposed on corporations by government directive
to meet governmental policy goals, for example via health and safety legislation or
environmental protection controls.

4) The fourth is to consider treating some other expenditures with long term benefits as
capital formation, for example research and development or education expenditures.

5) The fifth is to consider what would be involved in extending the production boundary
in the national accounts to include more services presently excluded, in particular
household services.

12. Each of these is examined below using a prototypical example.  We then bring together the
implications for the elements of the supply demand balance and look at the implications for
constant price calculations.
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Measuring transportation costs

13. The SNA makes a helpful distinction in spelling out the difference between producers’ prices
and purchasers’ prices when it specifies that only transport separately itemised in an invoice is
to be regarded as part of trade and transport margins.  We wish to identify here all costs
associated with own-account transport whether the services are produced on own account
whether it is separately invoiced or not.

14. Suppose we have a corporation with intermediate costs of 100, output of 150 and thus value
added of 50.  Out of these costs, 15 of the intermediate costs and 5 of value added represent
the costs of providing own-account transport, none of which is provided to another unit and
none of which is separately invoiced.  Then the conventional production account for the
corporation for incorporation in an input-output table may be set out as follows.

Intermediate consumption 100

Value added  50

Output 150

15. If we choose to disaggregate the transport activity, we may do so as follows.

Principal activity Transport activity Total activity

Intermediate consumption (other
than own transport)

85 15 100

Purchase of own-account transport 20 20

Value added 45 5 50

Output 150 20 170

16. Both intermediate consumption and output have increased by the amount of activity newly
identified.  We are now, however, in a situation where we can compare this corporation with
another which buys in its transport rather than undertaking it on own-account or with the same
corporation at another point in time when transport is bought in rather than provided in house.

17. Total value added for total activity is unaffected by this disaggregation. Nor is final demand
affected.  Our supply and demand balance, that

Output + imports = intermediate demand + final demand + capital formation + exports

remains valid although we have augmented both output and intermediate demand by the value
of ancillary services.
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Sponsorship and advertising

18. It is generally recognised that sponsorship of sporting events is undertaken by a corporation as
a form of advertising and is charged to this expense heading in internal accounts.  The
proposal here is that, as has been often advocated before in the case of television paid for by
advertisements, this expenditure by corporations should be treated as final consumption.

19. The SNA is clear that corporations do not undertake final consumption.  Here we relax this
prohibition to the extent of saying they do not have actual final consumption but may have
final consumption expenditure.  The output of the sporting activity, or the television channel,
is in effect purchased by the corporation providing the sponsorship or paying for the
advertising.  However, since it is households who benefit from this expenditure, we also show
it as social transfers in kind from corporations to households.  Thus household actual
consumption is increased by this amount and corporation actual final consumption returns to
zero.  To the extent that corporation sponsorship has the effect of “subsidising” the entry price
to the sporting event, this augmentation of actual household consumption reflects economic
reality.

20. For a television channel where costs are covered by advertising revenue, we may follow a
similar process.  The value of the output of the television channel is bought by the advertisers.
This expenditure is now shown as final consumption expenditure of the advertisers and social
transfers in kind from them to households.  In this way households are seen as having actual
final consumption of television services equal to the revenue from advertising.

21. The cases of sporting sponsorship and television advertising are not wholly distinct since in
part the motivation of sponsorship is exposure of the company to television viewers during the
sporting activity rather than in the commercial breaks.  Nevertheless, households still benefit
to the extent of the cost of sponsorship though it is through the medium of television rather
than in person.  As with direct advertising, households receive television broadcasts free
thanks to the payments by advertisers to the television companies.

22. For advertising, there is no change to the supply side of the basic supply-demand balance.
The sporting activities and television stations continue to produce the same level of output as
before.  What was previously counted as intermediate consumption on advertising, though, is
now classified as final consumption expenditure by corporations and, via social transfers in
kind, as actual final consumption of households.

23. Because intermediate consumption for the corporation is reduced, value added and thus GDP
increase by the amount to match the increases in final consumption.  Saving by the
corporation is unaltered because the increase in value added and thus the increase in operating
surplus is offset by the (new) final consumption.

Environmental protection costs

24. These costs may be imposed by government via legislation or, increasingly, may be incurred
by an industry as part of a code of conduct which imposes the costs via moral suasion rather
than formal directive.  In some cases environmental protection will be achieved by in house
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activity, somewhat similar to the case of transport considered above.  In others, the service
will be bought in, as is the case for sporting sponsorship.

25. For the moment we confine ourselves to the type of expense reasonably classified as current.
That is, it does not involve the purchase of capital equipment and is concerned only with
inhibiting the production of pollutants or of cleaning up current pollution rather than
remedying past accumulated pollution.  Capital expenses are considered in the next section.

26. When environmental protection is effected with own resources, the first step as in the
transport example is to spell out the ancillary production by separating out the corresponding
inputs (including use of labour and capital) and adding this newly identified production to
total output of the unit.  The consumption of these services is however not treated as
intermediate consumption but, as with advertising, a form of final consumption expenditure by
the corporation.  When the protection is provided by buying in services, the amount of this
purchase is removed from intermediate consumption and instead is treated as final
consumption expenditure of the corporation.

27. The function of this final consumption expenditure is one of the collective services typically
provided by government.  Here we allow the service to be provided and paid for by a
corporation but treat it as a social transfer in kind from the corporation to government.

28. Those who remember  the paper “A satellite view of taxes and subsidies” (STD/NA(98)11),
will recall that a similar treatment was suggested there for the treatment of subsidies.  This is
not a coincidence, of course.  Taken together the proposals there and here lead to a coherent
way of measuring the implementation of government policy.  Government may implement
policy by raising taxes and using this revenue to produce or buy in either individual or
collective services.  The provision of these services constitutes government consumption
expenditure.  Because individual services are ultimately consumed not by government  but by
households, these are removed from government actual consumption and added to that of
households via the mechanism of social transfers in kind.

29. Now we are simply extending this means of recording final consumption expenditure
undertaken by one (set of) unit(s) on behalf of another.  We say that corporations may produce
goods and services at the behest of government.  They may be paid for in the form of subsidies
covering individual services (in the case of what are otherwise known as subsidies on
products) or collective services (as in other subsidies on production).  Or the corporation may
be obliged to provide products (typically services) without recompense under legislation,
collective agreement or code of conduct.  These services also may be either individual or
collective.  The environmental protection case is an example of a collective service.  Health
and safety legislation which may mandate health screening or compensation in the case of
accident is an example of individual services.

30. We may show the picture of this extended view of social transfers in kind diagrammatically as
follows.
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Table 1: Final consumption expenditure on behalf of another unit

Beneficiary Total consump-
tion expenditure

Government Households
Spending unit and type of expenditure
Government  - paid by taxes
   - collective * *
   - individual * *
Corporations - paid by subsidies
   - collective * *
   - individual * *
Corporations - imposed without
payment
   - collective * *
   - individual * *

Total actual consumption * * *

31. This presentation provides a comparison over time not otherwise available.  If government
withdraws a subsidy but mandates that the corporation continue to provide the same services,
actual consumption does not alter.  If government imposes new legislation which provides
extra services to households without cost to them, actual consumption increases.

32. The reallocation of some services, whether provided in house or bought in, from intermediate
consumption to final consumption expenditure increases measures of value added and hence
GDP by an amount to compensate the extra final consumption.

Research and development expenditure

Background

33. In the SNA up to and including the 1993 version, R and D is treated, at best, as intermediate
consumption of corporations;  “at best” because until the 1993 SNA it was often treated as an
ancillary activity and thus, as in the case of transport, not explicitly identified.  There are at
least two rationales for wanting to change this treatment of R and D.  One is the question of
symmetry between R and D undertaken by government and by corporations.  Any increase in
government expenditure increases final demand and thus GDP.  On the other hand, because
they are treated as intermediate consumption, increases in corporation R and D as a proportion
of output lead to decreases in value added and thus GDP.  However, whatever its treatment in
intermediate consumption, R and D undertaken by corporations is never visible as part of the
expenditure classification of GDP.

34. The second reason for wanting to change the treatment of R and D is to follow the argument
that this is a type of expenditure with long term consequences and which increases
productivity and thus should be treated as capital expenditure.  This discussion has a long
pedigree.  During the revision of the SNA leading up to the publication of the 1993 version,
the arguments in favour of inclusion went back and forth.  The initial decision was that “at
least some” R and D should be included.  Later this became, “if some, why not all”.  This was
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too generous in some minds.  Also there were practical difficulties.  While there is data
available on R and D, this may not be quite the right basis for capital expenditure in the SNA.
What was the asset corresponding to the R and D expenditure?  How was it to be accounted
for via “depreciation”?  In the end, it was decided to maintain the situation as in the 1968 SNA
and to leave counting R and D, and similar knowledge-based expenditure such as education
and training, as capital expenditure to treatment in satellite accounts.

Defining capital formation

35. The definition that determines which items can be treated as fixed capital formation in the
1993 SNA is built up from a hierarchy of definitions as follows.

• An asset is an entity functioning as a store of value (i) over which ownership rights are
enforced by institutional units, individually or collectively, and (ii) from which
economic benefits may be derived by its owner by holding it or using it over a period
of time.

• A produced asset is a non-financial asset which has come into existence as output from
processes which fall within the production boundary of the System.

• A fixed asset is a produced asset which is itself used repeatedly or continuously in
processes of production for more than one year.

36. These definitions give immediate insight into some of the difficulties of simply saying that R
and D should be treated as fixed capital.  Some R and D, for example some university research
in the arts, may enter directly into the public domain with no attempt by the author to enforce
ownership over it.  It may also be the case that such research is never thereafter used in a
production process.  Education and training present another complexity.  The expenditure is
often undertaken by government or corporations and yet the end product, the skill or
knowledge acquired, is embodied in and thus owned by an individual who can be equated with
neither government nor corporation.  The benefits from the use of the knowledge may accrue
to the corporation providing the training but may not if the employee leaves the firm soon
after training.  In general, the main beneficiary of the training is the person trained whose
enhanced skills often entitle him or her to higher levels of pay.

37. If we look carefully at those assets currently regarded as falling within the ambit of fixed
capital, we may also find some oddities.  For example, although some public assets such as
roads, street lighting, mains water supply and drainage, the items we may loosely describe as
“physical infrastructure”, yield benefits over a period of time, these benefits do not accrue
exclusively to their owners (government) nor are these benefits directly captured in the
measurement of government goods and services.

Introducing an additional categorisation of capital formation

38. Why should we not draw a parallel between capital formation and consumption expenditure?
Instead of starting from ownership, we look at who benefits from the expenditure undertaken.
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Part will benefit enterprises.  This sort of capital formation will cover such items as
machinery, factories and vehicles.   The benefiting enterprises may be in the financial or non-
financial sector, general government or be unincorporated enterprises in the household sector.
The costs to the production processes can be identified as the rental value of the asset and
could be shown in the production account in place of consumption of fixed capital.2.  This is
the area of traditional fixed capital formation and also the area where over time, costs and
benefits of capital expenditure are expected to be closely correlated.

39. Some capital formation will benefit the community as a whole.  This would include not only
the physical infrastructure described above but also include enhancements to that part of the
environment which is not subject to ownership, such as air and water.  Because of the
difficulty of estimating any future diminution of the benefits, we may adopt the assumption
that some of this capital formation brings benefits which last for ever.  This was the position
taken by the 1968 SNA in respect of roads and bridges, for example.  As long as physical
infrastructure and the global commons are regarded as being in government ownership, not
including estimates for the impact of declining benefits is in fact a conservative approach
since government output is estimated at the sum of costs.  Omitting costs thus leads to an
underestimate of GDP but is a less serious error than omitting or misclassifying the capital
formation in the first place.

40. Some of the projected new capital formation benefits individuals, specifically education,
training and perhaps some health expenditure.  The benefits to those individuals are wide-
ranging, extending far beyond the money value of the person as an employee in the market
place.  Confining ourselves to the production benefits alone, we find two sets of benefits.
Enhanced earning ability is a benefit to the employee but shows up as increased cost to the
employer (whether this is the employer who provided the training or not).  Set against this, the
employer expects to receive benefits in the form of enhanced productivity.

41. No education and training lasts for ever.  Some, such as basic literacy and numeracy skills,
may last a lifetime but people leave the labour force and ultimately die and a new generation
needs to be educated to replace them.  For a static population, basic education may be no more
than a process of continual renewal of a base of essential skills. (In developing countries with
lower overall literacy levels and a growing population it is much more likely that there will be
an addition to the skill base through school education.)

42. Some specialised skills are of much shorter duration.  Many employees are exposed to
electronic equipment which requires the acquisition of new skills.  However, the pace of
technological change is such that proficiency in a particular piece of software, for example,
quickly becomes outmoded and of limited use unless subject to the “care and maintenance” of
retraining.

                                                     
2 For further discussion of this point, reference should be made to the discussions in the context of the Canberra

group on capital stocks or to references in the electronic discussion group on depletion of natural assets both of
which draw on academic work in this area.  The same ideas appear in “Accounting for Income “, a discussion
paper circulated by Anne Harrison and in “Capital stocks, capital services and depreciation” by Peter Hill,
recently circulated
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43. In this case, therefore, it seems that the “conservative” approach to education is to equate the
costs and benefits on a period by period basis unless there is good reason and an adequate
database to do otherwise.  This still means treating education as part of (gross) individual
capital formation which will lead to an increase in GDP to the extent that education and
training paid for by corporations is now included in final demand.  Education paid for by
households would become capital formation rather than current expenditure.  However, an
item for “expiration of individual capital formation”, similar to the concept of consumption of
fixed capital, would be needed, equal to gross individual capital formation under our
conservative assumption.  This would lead to a reduction in NDP as compared with the
conventional estimate to the extent that education and training are presently included in
government and household final consumption.

Table 2: Examples of different types of capital formation

Type of capital formation Typical examples Process of “depreciation”

Enterprise capital formation Plant and machinery

Office and factory buildings

Vehicles

Changes in inventories

Consumption of fixed capital or
rental cost of capital

None

Collective capital formation Roads, street lighting,

Mains drainage and water supply

Public parks and monuments

Improvements to the environment
above current maintenance

Default assumption is infinite life;
better assumptions desirable

Individual capital formation Basic education

Vocational training

Default assumption new capital
formation exactly matches
expiration of previous skills;
better assumptions desirable

Distinguishing who pays and who benefits

44. As well as introducing a three way split in capital formation, we also propose a distinction
between capital formation expenditure and actual capital formation, again in parallel to the
treatment of consumption.  These would be reallocated in the sector accounts by an item
“capital formation expenditure on behalf of other units” similar to social transfers in kind in
the current accounts, which we have seen is equivalent to final consumption expenditure on
behalf of other units3. We may in this case draw up the diagram in table 3.

                                                     
3 Since it is the paying institution which must account for the “depreciation” charge, strictly it is the net capital

formation expenditure which be transferred to another unit.
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Table 3: Capital formation expenditure on behalf of another unit

Beneficiary Total capital
formation

expenditure
Corporations Government Households

Corporations
 - enterprise capital formation * *
 - collective capital formation * *
 - individual capital formation * *
Government
 - enterprise capital formation * * *
 - collective capital formation * *
 - individual capital formation * *
Households
 - enterprise capital formation * * *
 - collective capital formation * *
 - individual capital formation * *

Total actual capital formation * * * *

45. Corporations have actual capital formation equal to their own enterprise capital formation
expenditure plus, potentially, capital formation for public corporations paid for by
government. (This is currently shown under capital transfers in the conventional SNA
accounts.)

46. Government undertakes this capital formation expenditure for public corporations plus
enterprise capital formation on its own behalf, the offices, computers and vehicles used by the
public service for example.  (Note that “enterprise capital formation” relates to the types of
capital formation and not just the financial and non-financial corporate sectors, thus both
government and households have this type of capital formation expenditure and actual capital
formation.)  Government also undertakes collective capital formation expenditure in the form
of roads, bridges and other public infrastructure.  In addition it benefits from collective capital
formation expenditure by corporations concerning improvements to the environment.  If
planning permission is given only if the corporation agrees to undertake some amelioration of
the surrounding area such as installing a park or providing public off-street parking, this too
would be classified here.

47. Conceptually households may undertake capital formation on behalf of government also.  The
SNA makes mention of the provision of roads and bridged by communal effort in some
developing countries.  These would fall into collective capital formation expenditure on behalf
of government.  Similarly schools provided by communal activity for use by government
would constitute enterprise capital formation expenditure by households on behalf on
government.

48. As well as undertaking the forms of capital formation expenditure included above, households
undertake enterprise capital formation in respect of their unincorporated enterprises.  They
also benefit by individual capital formation expenditure of corporations and government in
respect of training and education as well as undertaking such expenditure on their own behalf.
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49. As before when new final demand corresponding to expenditure previously treated as
intermediate consumption, there will be a corresponding increase in value added and GDP.

Household services

50. So far we have considered service activities which are implicit but not always explicit in the
accounts.  The case of unpaid household services is one where the services are explicitly
excluded with the single exception of imputed rent of owner-occupied dwellings.  The reasons
for these exclusions are given in paragraphs 6.19 - 22 and revolve around the fact that these
activities have no market value and are therefore difficult to estimate and to assimilate with
the monetary values used elsewhere.  Despite this, rents are imputed for owner occupied
dwellings even though it may often be difficult to establish a reasonable money value for
these, for example in areas where rental of houses is most uncommon.  The reason for
including imputed rents is that “both international and intertemporal comparisons of the
production and comparison of housing services could be distorted if no imputation were
made” (SNA paragraph 6.29). A parallel argument can be made that with the increasing
participation of women in the labour force the market provision of care for children and the
elderly has increased much faster than the actual level of care.  The conventional measure of
GDP thus benefits twice; once from the activity of new entrants to the labour force and once
from the substitution of paid services for previously unpaid ones.  The motivation for
including household services is therefore again to increase comparability over time.

51. The inputs to household services are both paid and unpaid.  At present the paid elements are
regarded as part of final consumption expenditure and the unpaid components ignored.  Food
is bought but prepared without cost; cleaning materials are bought but the labour to use them
is free.  If the catering and cleaning services were to be valued, the food and cleaning
materials would become intermediate consumption so that the addition to final demand and
value added would not be the whole of the value of the new services but only the excess over
the items previously treated as final consumption, now to be treated as intermediate
consumption.

52. Other paid items featuring in household consumption expenditure are consumer durables such
as washing machines and cars.  Since these are of benefit to their owners over a period of
time, many people think they should be treated as assets.  The reason they are not regarded as
fixed capital formation is that they are not used in production.  But if we change the
production boundary to include household services, such items will indeed become fixed
capital.  Initially this is just a change in classification between different categories of final
demand but there will also need to be an allowance made for the consumption of this fixed
capital over time.

53. The changes to our supply and demand balance are more complicated in this case than in
earlier ones.  Output increases by the full amount of the new services.  Intermediate
consumption also increases, but by rather less.  Fixed capital formation increases and final
consumption expenditure decreases by an amount equal in size to these last two items but
increases by the value of the new services.  Value added increases correspondingly but the
gross measure now includes an element for the consumption of the fixed capital which was
previously recorded as consumer durables.
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Balancing supply and demand

54. Having examined these five cases, we can see that for each of them the supply and demand
equation is balanced.  In most cases output is increased and is matched by increases in either
intermediate consumption, final consumption or capital formation.  In the last case, the
changes are more complex but again balance exactly.

55. For all new entries for final consumption and capital formation, there are pairs of entries, one
for expenditure and one for actual consumption or actual capital formation.  When the sector
which incurs the expenditure is not the same as that benefiting, there needs to be an entry
showing the transfer of benefits either as transfers of final consumption on behalf of another
unit (social transfers in kind) or as transfers of capital formation on behalf of another unit.

56. Table 4 summarises these entries schematically for the five prototype examples.

57. The supply and demand equation is a very powerful tool in compiling national accounts.  It
holds for every product and every producer and for any aggregate we care to specify.  It shows
very clearly that it is not possible to simply add items to one side of the equation without
ensuring a balancing item elsewhere.  If supply increases, demand must do so also.  If one
category of demand increases either another must decrease accordingly or supply must
increase.

Involving income

58. From the supply and demand balance alone we can say nothing about income or ensure that
our total measures of supply and demand are complete, even though they balance.  For that we
have to consider the role of value added.  This is a hybrid measure in that it takes one measure
of supply and deducts one measure of demand.  While it can also be calculated at different
levels of aggregation, it is only in total that we return to consistency with total supply and
demand.  It would aid clarity if in talking about demand we always specified intermediate
consumption of a given (group of) product(s) and in a production account we specified
intermediate demand by a given enterprise/ industry/sector.  Only in total do we get back to
total intermediate consumption being equal to total intermediate demand.  Only then can we
assert with certainty that the income generated in value added is exactly enough to buy the
categories of final demand we have specified.  And this is what the measure of income in the
SNA is, simply the control factor which ensures that we have brought production and demand
into balance by reaching the correct total.

59. This brings us to the question of whether, and if so under what conditions, we can omit any
activities.  It is easy to omit household services (and would be easy to omit imputed rent of
owner occupied dwellings) because the income generated is imputed and therefore necessarily
must be consumed by the household generating it.  A similar argument goes for subsistence
agriculture and more generally for own account production as long as we know which items
on the demand side are for own-produced items.

60. It is not possible theoretically to omit transactions in money terms without some very specific
assumptions.  It is possible to leave out some illegal activities, for example prostitution, on the
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grounds that if neither the supply nor the demand is measured, the supply-demand balance is
maintained.  This is correct but the earnings of the prostitutes will form part of the demand for
other goods and services and cannot be separately identified and eliminated.  (In principle a
simple, aggregate correction factor to reduce final demand could be applied but this would
also involve estimating the size of the activity and so is not done.)

61. All this amounts to saying that we can increase output and intermediate demand by the same
amounts; we can change between categories of final demand, for example reclassifying
something from final consumption to capital formation.  In both of these cases value added is
unaltered as is the total value of final demand4.  We have thus complied with the income
constraint that everything is accounted for.  We can change something from intermediate
consumption to either final consumption or capital formation and know that the increase in
value added coming from the reduction in intermediate consumption is exactly sufficient to
balance the new final demand.  Changing something from final consumption to intermediate
consumption is more complicated.  Although a simple exchange seems to leave the supply and
demand balance intact, the income constraint is violated.  The reason is that the increased
intermediate consumption will form the intermediate demand of a newly identified producer.
In order to meet our income constraint, the producer would need to have output of exactly zero
and value added negative and equal in magnitude to the fall in final consumption or rise in
intermediate consumption.  We do not have in the SNA a concept of production which allows
for this sort of zero production.  The best we can do is suggest the level of output of the new
producer is equal to the value of intermediate consumption (sum of costs assuming no labour
and capital inputs).  This is where the household services example is instructive.  The only
way we can assume that what is now final consumption should in fact be intermediate
consumption is to assume that there is some missing output which in turn must be demanded
by someone.  Intermediate demand must always be incorporated in a product which meets
final demand.  In a static situation where we are concerned only with reclassifying items in
supply and demand, intermediate consumption cannot be increased without a corresponding
change elsewhere in the supply-demand balance; intermediate demand cannot be increased
without a rise in output.

Constant price implications

62. In the preceding section, we noted that changes in the supply-demand balance have
implications for income measures.  They also affect constant price calculations.

63. If we have an ancillary service which increases in importance, in the conventional SNA
approach, this appears as an increase in costs and therefore exerts an upward pressure on price
of the principal product of the corporation.  If we treat the ancillary service as a secondary
product, an increase in the relative importance of the service is more likely to show as an
increase in volume of this new secondary production.  This bears on measuring quality.  In
effect we now have a situation where goods, identical in every technical aspect, produced in
two factories, one of which has high health and safety standards and one of which does not,

                                                     
4 Strictly speaking, reclassifying an entry from government final consumption to capital formation will necessitate

the inclusion of consumption of fixed capital on this item in both output and final consumption of government
since these are estimated at cost including consumption of fixed capital.
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are differentiated.  Those coming from the first factory represent a greater volume of the
goods-service mix than those from the second.  Quality thus involves the means of production
as well as the characteristics of the final product.  This in turn bears on productivity measures
and reinforces the case for treating some of these services as being capital in nature.

Conclusion

64. We started from the proposition that it was desirable to be able to identify explicitly in satellite
accounts, services which are presently invisible either because they are classed as ancillary
activities or because they are services demanded only as intermediate consumption and thus
do not appear in the expenditure categories of GDP.

65. Our first step was to identify ancillary activities explicitly and noted that this increases output
and intermediate consumption by the same amount but enables more equal comparisons
between firms where a given service is produced in house and those where the service is
bought in.

66. We then considered allowing corporations to undertake final consumption expenditure though
still not actual final consumption.  This gives an alternative treatment for voluntary activities
such as sports sponsorship where it has long seemed anomalous to many users of the accounts
that household consumption does not include such expenses of benefit to them but incurred by
corporations.  It permits a consistent comparison over time and across country of the extent to
which sporting and cultural activities are “subsidised” by corporations.

67. It also allows us to equate expenses incurred under government legislation to public
consumption undertaken by corporations without recompense.  This contrasts with and
extends the analysis in “A satellite view of taxes and subsidies” where subsidies were shown
as a case where government requires the corporation to implement government policy but pays
for this in the form of a subsidy.  Here too we are in a position to compare movements over
time in the balance of government services provided by funding from tax receipts, paid for in
the form of subsidies or simply imposed on corporations.

68. The next step was to consider broadening the concept of capital formation to distinguish
enterprise, collective and individual capital formation separately.  Further, we made a
distinction between who incurs the expense and who benefits from it. This opens the way for
including a wider range of services within the range of assets in the SNA. This gives even-
handed treatment to expenses incurred by government and corporations and potentially
enhances productivity studies.

69. Lastly we examined the case of household services and examined what is involved in
including them in the SNA production boundary noting that their continued exclusion leads to
double counting in the accounts as people (mainly women) enter the labour force and now pay
for others to undertake their previously unmeasured household tasks.

70. In bringing this all together, we see that the treatment of services is relevant also for
measurement at constant prices since what was previously seen as a price increase may now
be more appropriately handled as a volume increase.
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Table 4: Effects of introducing new service categories

Transport Advertising Environmental protection Research and
development

Household services

Output Increases by amount of
ancillary services

Increases by amount of
ancillary services

Increases by amount of
ancillary services

Increases by amount
estimates for new services
(A)

Intermediate consumption Increases by same amount
as output

Decreases by amount of
bought in services

Decreases by amount of
bought in services

Reallocation from
intermediate consumption
of other products

Reallocation from final
consumption expenditure
(B)

Value added Increases Increases Increases Increases by (A-B)
Final consumption
 - enterprise expenditure Increases Increases
 - enterprise actual
 - government expenditure
 - government actual Increases
 - household expenditure Increases by (A-B-C)
 - household actual Increases Increases by (A-B-C)
Capital formation
 - enterprise expenditure May increase Increases
 - enterprise actual Increases
 - government expenditure
 - government actual May increase
 - household expenditure Increases by C
 - household actual Increases by C
Transfers of final
consumption expenditure

From corporations to
households

From corporations to
government

Transfers of capital
formation expenditure

From corporations to
government
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Points for discussion

The setting for all the following questions is taken to be a satellite account

1) Are there a set of expenditure types, say in COPP, which it would be desirable to identify not
as ancillary activities but as secondary products?

2) How do participants react to the concept of final consumption expenditure for corporations
and social transfers in kind by them to either government or households?

3) Is it helpful to regard expenditures by corporations in response to government legislation as a
form of collective consumption?

4) How do participants react to the idea of partitioning capital formation into three categories;
enterprise, collective and individual?

5) Is it desirable to consider introducing a distinction between capital formation expenditure and
actual capital formation analogous to the distinction for final consumption with a matching
item for transfers between those units undertaking the expense and those benefiting from it?
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Annex:  Application to defensive environmental protection expenditure

Preface

Trying to find a satisfactory mechanism in the accounts for recording expenses undertaken by
corporations in response to government legislation was one of the prime motivations behind
the proposals in the main paper.  The question arose within the context of the UK Advisory
Group on Environmental Accounting and was one where Henry Neuberger was very active.
The solutions put forward are ones which he and I were still working on at the time of his
death.  Properly speaking, therefore, he should be credited as a joint author but of course not
held responsible for the exact form of words used.

Existing expenditure

1. Let us start from the position where some environmental protection is undertaken by
government paid by taxes; some is undertaken by corporations reimbursed by subsidies and
some is undertaken by corporations without recompense in response to government
legislation.  When the expenditure is such as to inhibit current production from adding to
pollution or cleans up (perhaps not exhaustively) pollution arising from current production, we
treat the environmental protection expenditure itself as current expenditure.  If the
expenditures are to inhibit pollution over a period into the future, or ameliorate pollution from
the past, they are designated capital expenditures.

Current expenditure

2. The position reached in the paper is that all current expenditure on environmental protection
should be recorded as collective consumption.

3. When government undertakes the expenditure and pays for it from taxes, the expenditure is
both final consumption expenditure and actual final consumption of government.

4. In the less common cases where corporations receive subsidies to abate pollution, the value of
the activity is sold to government as final consumption expenditure of government and is thus
also part of government actual consumption.

5. When the corporation undertakes the expenditure in response to legislation, it is treated as
final consumption expenditure of the corporation transferred to government as social transfers
in kind to form part of government actual consumption.

6. These last two cases may be combined if a subsidy is paid to cover part but not all of the costs
involved in implementing legislation.  The whole cost is included in government actual final
consumption.  Only that part covered by subsidies appears as government consumption
expenditure.  If such a subsidy is introduced for a limited period on a sliding scale to ease
transition to full implementation without subsidy, the full costs will always be recorded as
actual consumption; the share of consumption expenditure will fall as the subsidy is phased
out.
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Capital expenditure

7. Capital expenditure on protecting or restoring the environment should be recorded as
collective capital formation.

8. When government undertakes the expenditure it is recorded as capital formation expenditure
and actual capital formation of government.

9. If a corporation undertakes such expenditure, it should be classified as collective capital
formation expenditure by the corporation and transferred to government actual capital
formation via transfers of capital formation on behalf of other units.  In practice as new
equipment comes to have environmental protection devices integrated as standard, it will be
increasingly difficult and arguably less necessary to make this separation.  However any large
scale clean-up programme entered into by a corporation should still be treated in this way.

Price effects

10. As noted in the main paper, a significant difference to the concept of constant price measures
is involved in the presentation suggested here.  Increasing levels of environmental protection
are seen as a greater volume of a different (though jointly produced and marketed) service.  In
principle, price indices to deflate these services should be different from those attaching to the
principal product of the corporation.

Potential expenditure

11. This is one of the most contentious areas in environmental accounting.  Is it possible to build
into an accounting framework such as the SNA a set of entries to show what the effect of
undertaking environmental protection would be before such expenditure actually takes place?

Removing environmental costs

12. Arising from the analysis at the end of the main paper, we can at least be clear about some of
the options we cannot follow.  The first of these is that we cannot simply invent new
intermediate costs and insert these into a production account leaving output unaltered and
reducing value added and GDP although this is the assumption made in many papers on
environmental accounting, including the SEEA.  At the very least we must increase output
also.  In the case where there are no labour and capital costs associated with environmental
protection, these increases in output and intermediate consumption would match leaving
supply and demand balanced and GDP unchanged.   But this is not the end of the story as will
be seen below.

13. A second proposition which is untenable is to simply reclassify some existing final
consumption as intermediate consumption and assume GDP goes down accordingly.  As we
have seen in analysing the case of household services, we cannot have a unit with zero output
and value added a negative sum offsetting new intermediate consumption.  Intermediate
consumption and capital formation eventually find their way into products destined for final
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consumption (or exports).  “Regrettable necessities” like environmental clean-up can be
omitted deliberately from a supply and demand balance but they cannot simply be removed
from GDP by reclassifying final consumption expenditure of government as intermediate
consumption with no further processing intended.

14. Both these approaches are rooted in the conviction that an environmentally adjusted measure
of GDP “should” or “must” be lower than the conventional measure.  However, as has been
shown elsewhere, this can lead to counter-intuitive movements over time and the preferred
solution is to determine a treatment which tracks changes in conditions in a way which reflects
economic reality.  Sustainability is essentially about a path over time and thus getting the
period to period movements has priority over the level of GDP at a point in time.

Adding potential costs

15. The starting point must be to estimate potential costs of environmental protection and decide
where to put them in the supply-demand balance.  The conventional SNA approach is to put
these into intermediate demand and output; here we would put them into final consumption
expenditure and output.  Even supply and demand will only balance initially of there are no
labour and capital costs associated with the activity which is unlikely.

16. Suppose the economy has spare capacity.  In this case, increasing demand for the goods and
services needed for the protection activity will lead to increases in output of these products
with consequential increases from second and further round effects..  Further any extra labour
costs associated with the protection activity will also lead to increased demand, this time for
consumer goods and services.  GDP will increase but it is difficult to say by how much.

17. If the economy is already working at full capacity, then new protection expenditure can only
take place at the expense of some other activity.  The initial impact will be via price increases
causing a realignment of supply and demand for products affected by the increased costs due
to the new protection expenditure but there will be a general realignment of demand in
response to changes in relative prices for all goods and services in the economy.  In this case
both the direction and sign of the change in GDP are difficult to predict.

18. Much is made of the fact that trying to estimate the effects of incorporating costs as yet
avoided is a modelling exercise.  It is, of course, and rightly so since the intention of charging
for environmental services is precisely to bring about the sort of changes which will reduce
the impact of the economy on the environment.  Ignoring the effects of price elasticities can
only give a very restricted view of what the first round effects of changes will be.  On the
other hand, one should not forget that this is precisely what is done in calculating constant
price data.  We apply one set of prices to a situation where quantities were determined by
another set of prices without considering an adjustment process.  Usually the changes involved
between base year and current year price and quantity patterns are relatively small and for
environmental services the changes might be much larger.  It might be well, though, to protest
less shrilly at the prospect of making a first estimate of the impact of changing the price of the
environment by simply adding the missing costs to the supply demand balance and watching
how these would change over time under alternative assumptions.


